Press Release
netfiles data room wins "Trusted Cloud" quality seal
Burghausen, August 10, 2016 – Trusted Cloud e.V., the network of excellence initiated by
Germany's Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy, has awarded the netfiles data
room the Trusted Cloud quality seal – the mark of a trustworthy cloud service.
Trusted Cloud aims to show small and medium-sized companies in particular the potential
benefits of cloud services, and to boost trust in these services. The Trusted Cloud label is
awarded in recognition of cloud services that meet defined minimum requirements in
terms of transparency, security, quality and legal compliance.
"We are very pleased to receive this award for netfiles" says Thomas Krempl, Managing
Director of netfiles GmbH. "Security, protecting customer data and the quality and
reliability of the service we provide are central to everything we do as a company.
Independent validation and certification of these criteria – such as the Trusted Cloud
quality seal – gives customers very important guidance and support as they seek to choose
a cloud service."
"For SMEs in particular, you cannot overstate the value of the innovative potential afforded
by trusted cloud offerings," adds Thomas Niessen, Managing Director of Trusted Cloud.
"The netfiles data room cloud solution satisfies all the demands that our Trusted Cloud
label places on trustworthy services and is certified in accordance with all recognized
standards. netfiles is yet another example of a reliable cloud offering that has proven itself
to customers deservedly receiving the Trusted Cloud label."
netfiles gives companies a secure data transfer facility and a secure, central online
document management system, complete with detailed access rights and mobile access
options. This cloud-based solution makes it simplicity itself to exchange data within the
company or with customers and suppliers, and to set up secure data rooms for M&A
projects, due diligence tests, asset transactions, board communication, real estate
management and contract management, for example.
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About netfiles GmbH
With more than fifteen years' experience, netfiles GmbH is one of the first and leading
German providers of project and data rooms. The netfiles cloud service offers companies
and distributed project teams a web-based application for online document
management, secure file sharing and efficient collaboration.

For more information see www.netfiles.com
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